Abstract. This article presents a Deep CNN, based on the DenseNet architecture jointly with a highly discriminating learning methodology, in order to classify seven kinds of skin lesions: Melanoma, Melanocytic nevus, Basal cell carcinoma, Actinic keratosis / Bowen's disease, Benign keratosis, Dermatofibroma, Vascular lesion. In particular a 61 layers DenseNet, pre-trained on IMAGENET dataset, has been fine-tuned on ISIC 2018 Task 3 Challenge Dataset exploiting a Center Loss function.
Introduction
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are increasingly used in the computer vision field for tasks such as classification, detection and regression. In this paper is reported a CNN based approach to tackle Task In particular, a CNN architecture, derived from the DenseNet one proposed in [4] , has been employed in order to classify the demoscopic lesion images of the seven categories indicated in the challenge. Moreover, during the training phase, a linear combination of soft-max and center-loss [7] functions are employed as total loss function. In Section 2, the proposed classification system is described and in Section 3 the experimental results. Finally, Section 4 reports conclusions and future works.
Methodology
The proposed classification system is based on the DenseNet-121 architecture described in [4] . In particular, the pretrained, by means of IMAGENET dataset [3] , version has been exploited considering a reduced verion (61 layers) and finetuned on ISIC 2018 Challeng Task 3 Training Dataset. This dataset data was extracted from the ISIC 2018: Skin Lesion Analysis Towards Melanoma Detection grand challenge datasets [2] [6] . In order to obtain a high discriminative CNN model, in the learning phase the center-loss function based approach proposed in [7] has been exploited. In particular, in the course of CNN training, high discriminative features are learned considering jointly softmax and center loss functions balanced by means of a hyper parameter. In [7] the center loss function is defined by:
(1)
where the term c i ∈ ℜ d denotes the y i th class center of deep features x i .
Finally, the total loss function is defined as linear combination of soft-max L s and center-loss L c functions as following:
where the term λ is a scalar used for balancing the two loss functions. Intraclass minimizations, during the learning phase, are controlled by means of L c , inter-class maximizations by means of L s .
Experimental Results
The training dataset used in this work is that provided by the ISIC for the 2018 challenge, consisting of approximately 10015 images covering 7 types of skin lesions as reported in Tab. 1. The CNN used is composed as follows. Starting from DenseNet-121, we modified it in such a way as to keep the same structure inside each dense block, but by reducing their number from 4 to 3. The network has been "cut" near the concat 4 11 layer (in the third dense block). The network thus becomes composed of 3 dense layers, where the third layer is composed of 22 convolutional layers (instead of 48 as in DenseNet-121).
We used a DenseNet-BC structure as described in [4] , but with 3 dense blocks on 224 × 224 input images. As transition layers between two contiguous dense blocks, we used 1 × 1 convolution followed by 2 × 2 average pooling. At the end of the last dense block, a global average pooling is performed (pool5 ) before the final output layer.
Finally, in the fine-tuning phase, layers from the concat 4 6 to the fully connected one (last layer) were trained from scratch keeping blocked all the previous layers.
Given the complexity of the network and the number of parameters to be trained during the fine-tuning procedure, it was necessary to increase the samples of the starting dataset. The procedure used was as follows. In a first phase, the original dataset was divided into two parts: one for training and the other for validation during network training. In particular, for each class 80% of images were considered for training and the remaining 20% for validation. The subdivision was made so that there were no common images between the training and validation sets for each class of images. Then we proceeded to increase the number of images through geometric transformations such as rotations, flipping and affine in order to obtain a dataset that is as balanced as possible as reported in Tab. 2. Downstream of the geometrical transformations, a centered and square cropping was made, of amplitude equal to the shorter side of the starting image. Thus, the resulting patch was resized to a dimension of 224 × 224 pixels as requested by the input layer of the network.
Network training was performed using two NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti cards and the Caffe [5] framework. As optimizer, SGD was chosen with learning rate starting at 0.01, weight decay and momentum equal to 0.0001 and 0.9 respectively. The maximum number of iterations has been set at 75000, decreasing the learning rate by a factor of 10 at each step of 20000 iterations. Finally, the 0.8 value was used for the λ parameter in the Eq. 2 The proposed system performed an overall score of 89.2 % in the validation phase of the challenge.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, a multi-class approach for skin lesion classification, based on deep CNNs, has been proposed. The system doesn't require any particular preporocessing of the input images and obtaining high accuracy rate in the ISIC 2018 Task 3 Validation phase. We expect improved performances if a more robust pre-processing step is employed before to supply images in input to the proposed system, such as the use of segmentation in order to obtain registered images into a common reference.
